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from flower to flower i used to roam, 
got to callin it, callin it home
sweet tooth
from flower to flower i used to roam
led me to my honeycomb
i got a sweet tooth
one day i woke to find what the sun had left behind
shaking like a leaf inside
all the sweet leaves in this world got wrapped up in one
girl
and i'm shakin like a leaf on a tree,
like a leaf your sugar's all i need
i'm a fool starring at the sun in the sky 
got your lemondrops in my eye
sweet tooth
if you don't know how sweet it can be
eat an apple right off a tree
sweet tooth
one day i woke to find what the sun had left behind
shaking like a leaf inside
all the sweet leaves in this world got wrapped up in one
girl
and i'm shakin like a leaf on a tree,
like a leaf your sugar's all i need
well its 1,2,3 and 4
goin' down to your corner store
i got a sweet tooth
this world i know is riding to the corner
keepin my nose to the forest floor
sweet tooth
one day down by the sea sweet tooth dropped me to
my knees
sweet tooth
on that day i woke to find what the sun had left behind
shaking like a leaf inside
all the sweet leaves in this world got wrapped up in one
girl
and i'm shakin like a leaf on a tree,
like a leaf your sugar's all i need
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